OWNER’S MANUAL KAMBYS

CONTROLS AND INDICATIONS

OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS

Congratulations on the purchase of your CYRUS timepiece
and thank you for your trust !

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

Crown at 3 o’clock

We are very proud to welcome you to the selected group
of happy owners of this exceptional watch.
The Kambys is produced in a limited series of 188 pieces
for each version in titanium and in 5N 18K rose gold with
black DLC titanium. This timepiece, with a tonneau-shaped
case, features three functions which CYRUS interprets
in a very original way. The eye-catching 7-day power
reserve with its three cylinders sliding progressively along
a vertical axis, the exclusive and technically advanced
seconds function with three hands, each of which counts
20 seconds and finally the secret animation on a rotating
disc, which unveils, the number of the limited series of the
watch, then the symbol of the CYRUS coin (the first coin
in the history of humanity, produced under the reign of
CYRUS the Great) finally to end with the CYRUS logo. The
Kambys is entirely produced in our Manufacture Chronode
in Le Locle, Switzerland and is equipped with the in house
hand-winding CYR7778 calibre which ensures a power
reserve of 168 hours.
By choosing CYRUS Kambys, you have chosen innovation,
exclusivity and a strong identity.

Hours hand
Minutes hand
Seconds hand
Power reserve indicator on three sliding cylinders
Secret animation on a rotating disc

WINDING THE WATCH
Position

I

Manual winding. Turn the crown clockwise to wind the
watch. When the movement is fully wound (about 43
turns of the crown), a power reserve of 168 hours is
granted.

CYRUS, “The Conquest of Innovation” !

POWER RESERVE
How the power reserve function works
Three cylinders slide along a vertical axis from 1 to 5
o’clock. Each of the first two cylinders represents two
days of power reserve (total of 96 hours). The last cylinder
represents three days of power reserve (72 hours).

SETTING THE TIME
Position

I’

Pull out the crown in position I’ to set the main time and
turn the hands clockwise (A = hours hand / B = minutes
hand). Seconds require no adjustment (C).

Finally, we recommend you have your watch controlled
and serviced through an official representative of the
CYRUS brand every 3 years and you will enjoy your watch
for lifetime.

Read off of the seconds
This function is positioned between 7 and 8 o’clock. Three
hands of different lengths cross three 120° arches. Each
hand, inclined at 8° passes over another every 20 seconds
(0 → 20 sec. / 20 → 40 sec. / 40 → 0 sec.)
Crown at 9 o’clock

We invite you to consult the instructions for use and
wish you an excellent journey in the universe of CYRUS
timepieces.

appears to replace the previous inscription. Press one last
time and the CYRUS logo appears.

Position

I

Pressing the button on the crown activates the secret
animation (E).
Pressing it the serial number of the limited edition watch
appears. Press it again, and the symbol of the CYRUS coin

SPECIFICATIONS

CYRUS WATCHES

MOVEMENT : In-house manufactured hand-winding calibre CYR7778
BALANCE FREQUENCY : 3Hz (21.600 v/h)
JEWELS : 50
POWER RESERVE : 168 hours
CASE DIAMETER : 46 mm excluding crowns
FRONT AND BACK GLASSES : Antireflective sapphire crystal
WATER RESISTANCE : 5 ATM (50 m. – 164 ft.)
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